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In 2010 15 million people in the US watched the Superbowl between San Francisco 49ers 

and the Texas Rangers. An additional 9.3 million viewers would’ve needed to tune in to match 

the US viewership of the World Cup in the same year (Martinez, 2014). The 2014 World Cup 

became the most streamed sporting even in history, out doing every Olympic event, World 

Series, or NBA playoffs demonstrating America’s enthusiastic interest in the sport that has 

dominated the minds of Europeans for decades (Cassidy, 2014).   

The target audience that presents the most opportunity the MLS and EPL’s is described 

by the MLS commissioner, “These are all young people who grew up with the game, whether it 

be the English Premier League or Major League Soccer, and they don’t need to be convinced 

that soccer is a sport that is worthy of their attention” (Cassidy, 2014). Those who began in youth 

soccer are now on the verge of, or are, raising families and encouraging their offspring to carry 

on the tradition of participating in the sport or supporting their favorite MLS or EPL team. With 

13 million people gravitating to the fields, soccer was ranked the third most participant based 

sport in 2009 (Participation, 2012). America’s youth is becoming more culturally aware of 

soccer’s global impact as they match countries and understand rivalries from across the Atlantic 

while playing FIFA. 

With soccer offering a sense of global connectedness to American fans the promotion of 

Manchester City preseason tour to the states should project the spirit of rivalry that’s existed 

between Manchester City and Manchester United for 128 years (Manchester). Therefore, 

Manchester City should oppose LA Galaxy within Pasadena’s Rose Gold Stadium, 

positioning the event as a, “A rematch with the real Manchester.”  



 

 

This decision is supported by LA Galaxy’s immense fan base, a history of high game 

attendance, and the ability to implement messaging that is cohesive to Manchester City’s current 

branding strategy. Since LA Galaxy is the second most supported team within the MLS the 

selected market presents a vast amount of people who will be highly engaged in Manchester 

City’s presence (Kolnay, 2015). The team’s region, southern California, is home to 159,278 

youth soccer players - the third highest in the country, with northern California coming in second 

(Key, 2014). Manchester City has an opportunity to become top of mind amongst an audience at 

the earliest stage of their buyer life cycle. 

The Rose Bowl Stadium has been home to the first and third most attended games in 

MLS history, showcasing the fierce support of the surrounding patrons. In 2009 FC Barcelona 

played LA Galaxy reeling in 93,137 attendees and in 2014 86,432 attendees watched Manchester 

United beat LA Galaxy, 7-0 (Records, 2014). Captivating such a large audience would increase 

Manchester City’s brand awareness amongst an attendees likely to spread their experience 

through word of mouth and/or social media.  

“A rematch with the real Manchester,” aligns Manchester City’s current strategy in the 

United Kingdom, where it utilizes “Welcome to Manchester” signage paired with an image of a 

former United player.  The positioning also portrays locality - acknowledging the sting of defeat 

that occurred a year ago when LA Galaxy took on Manchester United. Such messaging allows 

the story of rivalry to disperse amongst intrigued Americans and let’s Manchester City piggy-

back on United’s heightened brand awareness while still advocating the City brand. 

The target audience identified as, 25 to 45, a young professional or parents of younger 

children, with moderate disposable income, most likely to attend the game with their friends of 

families, and early adopters to EPL integration to the United States will be exposed to game 



 

 

promotion via digital and out of home advertising methods. Promotion will include billboards, 

signage surrounding the stadium, banner ads, and a microsite dedicated to educating the audience 

about the spirit of Manchester City and the rivalry between Manchester United. Content should 

be predominantly video for ease of sharing across social platforms. All platforms should feature 

the call to action #LAvsCity or www.LAvsCity.com. 

Less time can be devoted to content development as the strategy allows Manchester City 

to repurpose some of their existing material alike ESPN’s United Vs. City commercial and 

Cityzen excerpts that unveil the roots of Manchester City. Further content would need to be 

developed where City players “invite” LA Galaxy players to get to know the soul of Manchester 

on the field. 

Out of home displays should be graphically cohesive to those in the United Kingdom, 

consisting of Manchester City blue backgrounds and black font.  Copy should continually 

project, “A rematch with the real Manchester”. Imagery could include a City player and LA 

Galaxy player standing back to back with variation alike an extremist Galaxy fan paired with an 

extremist City fan. 

#LAvsCity and www.LAvsCity.com will direct potential consumers to Manchester City’s 

social media or the microsite. Social media will host content from the microsite and drive traffic 

to the site where the audience can preview the video stories, purchase game tickets, or buy 

Manchester City merchandise. Digital ads on ESPN and local news stations are also be critical in 

gaining microsite traffic. 

The promotions success should be measured through game attendance, before and after 

surveys of Manchester brand awareness, social media engagement statistics, and comparing 



 

 

Manchester City merchandise sales throughout the promotion to those at the same time in the 

previous year. 
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